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By modifying what “admissible” means in the construction of T, a unified way of 
obtaining the spaces, T, /,,, and reflexive spaces not isomorphic to their Cartesian 
square are obtained. For these spaces S, the “strict” and “modified” norms are 
equivalent (2-equivalent for 7). For each S, there is a p so that S satisfies an upper 
/,-estimate and lower /,-estimates for each r >p. Each .S shares many of the block- 
ing properties of I, and T. Norming trees turn out to be the main tool here. ” 19X6 
Acadcmlc Pres. Inc 
We give a unified way of constructing the I, spaces, Tsirelson’s space, 
and even spaces that share many properties of Figiel’s example of a 
reflexive space not isomorphic to its Cartesian square. This is done by just 
changing what “admissible” means in the definition of T. The main results 
are really results about norming trees (introduced in [ I ] ). 
For each non-decreasing function S: N -+ N, we obtain a space S with a 
basis (s,) by changing admissible to require (E,):, where f‘(min u E,) 2 k 
instead of min u Ei 2 k. (Also there are parameters A, corresponding to 4 in 
T, and p, corresponding to p = 1 in T.) 
If the functionf‘is bounded, then (s,) is equivalent to the usual basis of 
some I, or co. This also implies that S satisfies lower I, estimates for r <p 
for unbounded$ In particular, for p > 1 and unboundedf, S is super- 
reflexive. This seems to be a new result even for T. These results are in Sec- 
tion 1. 
Section 2 shows that the two choices for the other requirement in 
admissible, either max E, < min Ei+ 1 (“strict”) or (E,) are pairwise disjoint 
(“modified”), yield equivalent bases. For T this was done by Casazza and 
Ode11 [4], but their techniques cannot work for S, since (s,) + (.rZn) is 
possible. Even for T we get better estimates of this constant; they are 2- 
equivalent 
In Section 3, we show that most of the blocking results of Casazza, 
Johnson, and Tzafriri [3] proved for T are true for S. Again, since 
(s,) 7L (So,,) is possible, we needed new techniques for general S. In par- 
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titular, if .f is unbounded, S shares these properties with T: (I) S is 
reflexive, (2) S contains no 1, or cg. (3) S contains no subsymmetric basic 
sequence, and (4) S can be written as an FDD of type T of a collection of 
Pi) s aces P(I) P . 
The new technique we used is that of a norming tree. This idea was 
introduced in [ 11, but we change it slightly here. It is defined at the begin- 
ning of Section 1. The main results of the first three sections are based on 
the meta-principle: if you allow yourself to move one level on a tree, then 
you have lots of room to move things around. 
In Section 4, we restrict ourselves to functions J‘which are onto. In this 
case we can classify when (s,,) is equivalent to (I,) and almost classify when 
(3,) is equivalent to (s?,,). These results depend on how slowly / goes to 
infinity, and these growth conditions are much more reasonable than those 
in [l]. 
In Section 5, we try to turn the non-equivalence of bases into non- 
isomorphism results. Here we restrict to p 2 2 and we come close to show- 
ing (s,) 7L (s?,,) implies S and S@S are non-isomorphic. In any case, we 
construct a large new collection of super-reflexive spaces which are non- 
isomorphic to their Cartesian square. Other non-isomorphic results 
between S’s are also obtained. 
Section 6 shows that there is something globally different between T and 
any space obtained by gluing $‘s in a certain way. This is not surprising, 
however, the construction can be made so that it only “fails” in the limit. 
We have no results that depend in an essential way on the parameter A. 
But its inclusion did not cause any new difficulties and made the origin of 
some constants clearer. Casazza has shown the author that different A’s 
yield totally incomparable spaces. 
Section 0 contains both the definition of the spaces S and a simple 
lemma. Lemma 0. I is a great aid in changing theorems proved for p = I 
into theorems for all 1 d p < ZJ,. 
0. DEFINITIONS, PRELIMINARIES, AND REDUCTION TO p= 1 
Our notation is standard and follows [S, 93, where undefined terms may 
be found. 
The class of spaces of interest are all defined the same way based on the 
parameters 0 < A < I, I <p < X, a non-decreasing function f: hJ --) kA, and 
the choice of either the word “strict” or the word “modified”. The functionf 
determines what sequences (E,)?! , of subsets of N are admissible. To be 
modified admissible the sets (E,):’ , must be pairwise disjoint, and for some 
k < min E, we have m <f(k). To be strictly admissible we require in 
addition that max E, < min E,, , . The space S= S(A, p, J, “strict,” or 
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“modified”) is the sequence space with unit vectors (s,) that is the com- 
pletion of the finitely non-zero sequences under the norm which is even- 
tually defined below. 
If EcN and x=Ca,s,, we will abuse notation and write Ex for 
C,,, b a,s,. Fix A, p, J and “admissible” = either “strictly admissible” or 
“modified admissible.” If (a,,) is finitely non-zero, then 
If x=x a,s,, then define 
Where the sup is over admissible (E,);. Finally, 
IlxlI.~= llxll = limllxll,. 
Note iff(k) is not non-decreasing and g(k) = max(f(n): n <k} then the 
spaces with f and g as parameters are isometric. 
We will reserve T, (1,) for the case that f(k) = k. For A = f, p = 1 this is 
the space T given in [6] (or [8, p. 953) and is the dual of Tsirelson’s exam- 
ple [IO]. That the “strict” and “modified” norms on T are isomorphic is in 
c41. 
As noted elsewhere the norm on S satisfies 
l,xl,=sup{llx~l,,. A”“($ llE,-W’)‘~p}. 
Also if llxll; + , > sup{A x: IIEixl(;,} then IJxIJ,, , = llxJIO. These facts are in 
[3 or 21. 
If S is one of our spaces with basis (s,), then we can define an FDD of 
rype S (with respect to So,*)). If (X,,) is a sequence of Banach space and 
(k(n)) is a subsequence of the positive integers, then 
Unless otherwise stated, the subsequence (s~(,,,) will be the whole basis. 
An unconditional basis (u,) satisfies a lower I, estimate if there is a con- 
stant C, so that for any (xi); which are disjointly supported with respect to 
(u,), then 
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The equioafence constant of two bases (x,), (u,) is I)TJI I(T- ‘I), where 
T: [xi] --+ [JJ,] is the operator which sends x, to ):,. If this constant <CC, 
then (x,) is said to be equivalent to (y,), which is sometimes written 
(x,) + (v,). Nonequivalence is sometimes written (x,) + (.v,). 
Since there is so much in the literature about the case p = 1, the follow- 
ing lemma yields a way to translate most results to general p < 3~ without 
checking the proofs. 
LEMMA 0.1. Suppose (I ‘1) is the norm fur p = 1 and 111. (I is the norm fiw 
p = q with none CI~ the other parameters changed, then if a, 2 0, 
Proof. Let I( llnl and 11’ )I(,,, be the norms used in constructing these 
norms. We will show by induction that 
(1) 
is true for finitely non-zero (a,). The case m = 0 is trivial, so assume (I ) is 
true for m and any such (u,). 
Let x = 1 u;s, and JJ = x u,s,. First I(.Y~I,, + , d ((I ~111: + , , since either 
II-XII ,n . , = II.4 m = Ill y Ill :, d III Al t;, , , or 
IIXII I?, + I =A i I’~,.~ll,,,=A i IIl~,~lllY,,~ Il’vll!“, , ,> 
I I 
where (E,): is admissible. The inequality ~Ixll,,, + , 2 Ill~llrR , , is also 
clear. i 
1. NORMING TREES AND AN ISOMORPHIC NORM ON I,, 
The important ideal of a norming tree was introduced in [ 1 ] and is our 
main tool. We change this idea slightly so that the tree is made up of sub- 
sets of N rather than vectors. 
Our trees grow down and are not necessarily binar.v, thus they are 
modeled on descendant trees. Each node in the tree is either a leaf or a 
parent, in which case it has children. The terms ancestor and descendant 
follow common usage. The root is the unique node which is the ancestor of 
all other nodes in the tree. The level of node is defined inductively. The root 
is the only node of level zero. If the parent of the node E is on level i, then 
E is on level i-t 1. (The level of E is the length of the path from the root to 
E.) The only awkwardness of this definition is that the higher the level 
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number of a node, the lower it is in the tree. But this is becoming the stan- 
dard way if thinking of trees. All our trees will only have a finite number of 
nodes. 
Depending on our space S, let admissible mean either strictly admissible 
or modified admissible. A tree, each of whose nodes are subsets of N, 
satisfying the condition if E has children (F,): then both (F,): is admissible 
and E 2 Uf F,, is called an admissible tree. Given any admissible tree T we 
have two estimates: 
(3) 
where the sum is over all leaves Li in the tree T and n(i) is the level of the 
leaf L,. (Prove it by induction on the height ( = the highest level number) of 
T.) If the inequality in (3) is an equality we will say T is a norming tree for 
X. 
Each x=x a,~~ with (ui) finitely non-zero has a norming tree. If 
(Ix/J = ljx(IO, then the tree with only the root = N is norming. Otherwise 
there are admissible (E;)f so that 
,l.rllP=A ($ llWp). 
For each i, either IIE,xll = [IE,xllo, in which case there is an n E E, so that 
IIE,xll = (a,(, or there are admissible (F,); so that 
IIEixIIP= A i ilF,(Eix)llP 
(, > 
. 
Since (F,n E,) x = Fj(Eix) and (F, n El),“=, is admissible we may assume 
Eil U;F,. We also may assume Ei# F, so that this process eventually 
stops. 
There are two special kinds of norming trees of interest below. The first 
is the notion of a minimal norming tree, which requires each leaf to be a 
singleton and each parent to be the union of its children. Any norming tree 
can be changed to a minimal norming tree by picking a singleton n E L 
with IILx(l = IQ,,[ for each leaf and then working from the bottom up, 
making each parent the union of its children. In this case 
IIxJIp= c A”“‘lu,Ip=~ c AiJa,lP, 
neR 1 I.(r) 
where in the first sum R is the root set and I(n) is the level of the leaf {n} 
and the last sum is over the leaves {n) on the ith level. 
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The second norming tree is of interest in the strict case. Suppose we have 
a strict minimal norming tree T. As integers the leaves are ordered, replace 
(u} with {i: n < i < m}, where {m) is the next leaf with m > n. Again from 
the bottom up make each parent the union of its children. In this case, each 
node is an interval of integers. 
Finally we note that if T’ is obtained from a norming tree T of x by 
pruning all the descendants of some nodes, then 
where the sum is over the leaves L: of T’ and n(i) is the level of LI in T’. 
Our first two results also follow directly from latter results in the paper. 
However, they are much “cleaner” and give a better idea what is going on. 
Let M>2, let ~‘&={(i/M”,(i+l)/M”]:0<i<M”}, and JY~:=U&,,. 
Define an obvious order on 4% by (i/M”, (i+ 1)/M”] < (j/M”, 
(.j + I )/Mm] if (i + 1 )/M” <.j/M”. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose (a,); is a sequence with values in { l/M”: n 2 0 } and 
so that x;” a, 6 1, then there is a funcrion 4: {i: 1 6 i < N} + & so that 
both 
(1) ifa,= l/M”, [hen q5(i)~.H”+,, and 
(2) if 1 di<j< N, then #(i)<&j). 
Proof If a, = l/M”, then let q5( l)= (0, I/M”+ ‘1 and deline f(1) = 
l/M”+ ’ = max 4(l). We complete the construction by induction. The 
function f(i) = max $(i) will be shown to satisfy j’(i) 6 x’, a,, which is cer- 
tainly true for i = 1. Suppose j(i) GE:; a, and a,, , = l/M”. Choose 
qb(i+ l)~.&,+, to be (j/M”’ ‘, (j+ 1)/M”+‘], where/(i)E((j- 1)/M’+‘, 
j/M” + ‘1. Note that since f(i) d I -a, b, = I - l/M”, we have j < M”’ ‘. 
Also, f(i+l)<f(i)+2/M”“<f(i)+a,+,d~;+‘a,. The induction is 
complete. 1 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose f (k ) = M 2 2 and suppose S is the “strict” space 
with A and P. 
(1) If(l/p)(l+log,wA)<O, then II~Ua,s;JI=SUplUi). 
(2) u(l/p)(l +log,A)= l/q>O, then 
Proof. We get (1) since Ax? ~~E~XIJ~~M’“““AIl~JI~M,< Ilxll,P. Thus 
JIXII ,,,+, 6 llxll,,, and II.11 is the sup norm. 
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Next we obtain the upper estimate in (2). Let l/r = -(l/p) log,A so 
that 
(A) l/p= l/q+ l/r, and 
(B) A = IV-““. 
Thus (A ~~[JEixlJP)“P< (Cr”llE,~ll~)“‘(Cr”A’j”)“‘~ (C~~/E,X//~)‘/“, by the 
generalized Minkowski inequality and (B). Since IlxllO< (Ix(I jy, it follows 
by induction that (IxI(,,, 6 J/x/( f,. This completes the upper estimate. 
For the lower estimate in (2) let U, 20 be so that xyup= I. Define 
bi = l/M”‘” if l/Mniq d a, < l/M’“- ‘)lq and zero otherwise. Note 
1 < a,/h, < IV@, which we claim implies 
(C) A(ay/by) < u;/bf. 
To see (C) note that g(x) = x Y p is increasing and for 1 <x < M’!Y, g(x) < 
II~P”;~- h’= A. ’ by (B). Next we note 
(D) if hi= l/M”“, then A”af 3 Au;. 
Indeed, A”af = [(M- J”‘)“/M”~“J](af/bf). Now M-p”” ~‘4 = M -n = bf, 
since pn( - l/r- l/q)=pn( - l/p)= -n by (B). Thus (D) follows from (C). 
Now we apply Lemma 1.1 to the sequence (by), obtaining 
f$: {i: 1 <i<Nf -.Mm. This “M-ary tree” yields our lower estimate on 
(IxI(, where x=x u,s,. For /E.&, define E,= {i: &i)c I). Only the non- 
void E,‘s will be part of the estimating tree. If I is in the range of 4, say 
1=&i), we use IIE,xll B lu,l. If E,#@, but I is not in the range of 4 and 
IE.&,, then there are at most M-sets JEAN+, so that Jc 1 and E,# 0. 
This collection (E,} is thus strictly admissible and we use the estimate 
Expanding this estimate we get l/x: uis,!Jp 3 xr A”(i)af, where n(i) is the 
level of 4(i). If hi = 1/M”‘4, then n(i) = n + 1. Thus A”‘“a; = A”’ ‘clp 2 A’ay 
by (D) SO II~~~i~ilIP>A2. 1 
COROLLARY 1.3. If the conditions in Theorem 1.2 are true with the 
exception of S is the “modijied” space, then the conclusions of Theorem 1.2 
are true. Furthermore the constant A21p in (2) can be increased to A ‘IP. 
Proof: Only the furthermore statement needs proof. What we need is a 
better function 4: {i: 1 d i < N} + .4= so that if by= l/M”, then 4(i)E.k’,,, 
instead of .& + , . But since we no longer require 4(i) < 4(j) when i < j, this 
is easy. Just pick #(i)‘s in decreasing order of the b;‘s. This can be done 
with no gaps, that is, so that U&i)= (0, x by]. l 
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COROLLARY 1.4. if f(k) is a bounded function, then S is isomorphic to 
some lp, I Q p < 30 or co. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If A, p, and unbounded ,f are given, then the 
“modified” S satisfies a lower I, estimate ,for each q > p. 
Proof. Let qO>p be given, pick M so large that the resulting q given by 
(2) of Theorem 1.2 satisfies qO >, q > p. Pick N so that J(N) >, M. It is 
enough to show [s,,lnz N satisfies a lower I, estimate. Let (x,); have sup- 
ports (B,); which are pairwise disjoint with respect to the unconditional 
basis (L),~ ,v. By the proof of Corollary 1.3 there is a modified admissible 
(for f= M) tree T on {I, 2,..., n} so that if i is on level m(i) then 
(C Amci’ll~,;IP)‘ip 3 A’..‘P(C (Ix,JI”)““. We construct an admissible tree T in S 
by saying that if E is the set associated with some node in T, then E’= 
{B,:iEE} is th e same position in T’. Thus IIx x,JI ,s >, (x A”““llx,ll p)“p 3 
A1’P(x Ijxil(“)‘? 1 
Remarks. 1. Theorem 2.1 shows that the word “modified” can be 
replaced with the word “strict” as well. 
2. An easy way to get from [.s~],,.+,~ to [s,,]; is to use Lemma 3.1. 
3. From standard results, [9, pp. 53, 82, 85, 100, 1011 we can con- 
clude that S for A, p. and unbounded/ has the following properties: 
(I ) It is p-convex. 
(2) It is q-concave for every q > p. 
(3) If p 2 2. it is of cotype q, q > p and of type 2. 
(4) If 1 dp < 2, it is of cotype 2 and of type p. 
(5) If 1 <p < Xc, S is superreflexive. 
(6) But S is never strictly convex ( IIs, + csJ = ,ls, II for c small 
enough ). 
4. Apparently it is a new result, even for T, that p > I implies 
superreflexivity. This shortens by one step in the usual construction of a 
uniformly convex space containing no I,, ([6; or 9, p. 811). 
2. MODIFIED Is EQUIVALENT TO STRICT 
The major portion of the next proof is just about trees. Drawing pictures 
is suggested to ease reading. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, p, and/ be given. Let 11. II he the strict norm on S 
and let (I(. (I( he the modified norm on S, then 
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ProoJ The right inequality is obvious. For the left inequality assume 
a, > 0, (ai) is finitely non-zero, and let x = C a,.~,. If Ij(x((! = lllxlljO, there is 
nothing to show, so assume x is a parent. Thus there is a (modified) norm- 
ing tree T so that /l/xlllP=~ A”(i’ap, where n(i) is the level of the leaf { i}. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show how T can be changed to r, a 
strictly admissible tree so that the level of any leaf in T’ is at most one 
more than its level in T. Thus [Ix a,.~,\[ P 2 1 A”“‘+ ‘up 2 Al(lx u,s,(l( p. 
So we start with a minimal norming tree T for x. The vector .Y has 
nothing more to do with the proof; we consider T made up of subsets of N 
called nodes. For any level I we will order the nodes from left to right by 
their minimum elements. For leaves we will abuse notation and consider 
them as both the number and the singleton containing that number. 
We may claim that T can be chosen to satisfy 
If E, Fare parents on the same level with min E < min F and if E’, 
F are children of E, F then min E’ < min F. (*) 
The way to prove (*) is, of course, to interchange E’ and F*, if min E’ > 
min F. Since such operations occur frequently in the sequel, we will do this 
carefully now and ignore it later. There is an ancestor H to both E and F 
which is farthest from the root. The only nodes which require changing are 
those which are both a descendant of H and an ancestor of E’ or F”. Those 
descendants of E’ or F have changed positions in the tree but have not 
changed as sets. So if G is a descendant of H and an ancestor of E’ 
(resp. F), replace G with Go = (G u F)\E’ (resp. Go = (Gu E’)\F’). Since 
min E < min F we have min E’> min E and min G, 2 min G if G is an 
ancestor to E’. It is possible for min F’ = min F, but this can only increase 
the minimums of F’ ancestors. Thus min GO 3 min G and so the number of 
children each parent P has is <f(min P). It follows that the resulting tree 
has the same leaves at the same levels. So if we started with a minimal nor- 
ming tree, then the resulting tree is also a minimal norming tree. Clearly, 
since the tree has a finite number of nodes, a finite number of such 
interchanges will yield (*). (Work from the bottom level and move toward 
the root.) 
Some introspection will convince the reader that it is the leaves of our 
tree t which prevent T from being strictly admissible now. Thus we 
introduce the notions of good and bad leaves. But first we introduce yet 
another order on T. A node E is to the lower left of node F, if level F< 
level E and if G is E’s unique ancestor on level F, then min G < min F. A 
leaf F is said to be a good leaf if for all nodes E to the lower left of F. we 
have min E < min F= F. If the leaf F is not good, we will say F is bud. 
We claim that if T has only good leaves, then T is strictly admissible. 
First note if F is a good leaf and E is to the lower left of F, then max E < F. 
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Indeed G = { max E} is a descendant of E and hence to the lower left of F. 
Thus max E= mm G < F. Let P be a parent node in T and let (Pi) be its 
children with min Pi < min P, + , . We need to show max Pi < min P, + , . Let 
Q, = P, and if Q,, is not a leaf, let Q, + , be the child of Qn which contains 
max P,. Let R, = Pi+, and if R,, is not a leaf, let R,, , be the child of R, 
with min R,, , = min R,. We have min Q, < min R, . Thus by induction 
and (*) we have if Qn and R, are parents, then min Q, + , < min R, + , . If 
Qn is a leaf and R, is defined, then max P, = Q, < min R, = min P, + , . Con- 
versely, if Q,, is a parent and R, is a leaf, then by the good leaf property 
above, max P, = max Q,, < R, = min P, + , . Thus we have reduced the 
problem to transforming T into a tree with only good leaves. 
Assume F is a bad leaf and all leaves E with level E > level For level E = 
level F and E < F are good. Let G be the node on level F with largest 
min G < F. Such a G exists since otherwise there is nothing to the lower left 
of F and F would be a good leaf. Also G is a parent, else it would be a 
good leaf and anything to the lower left of F would also be to the lower left 
of G. Which would imply that F is also a good leaf. Since min G is a good 
leaf it follows from above that any node H to the lower left of G has 
max H < min G. Thus any node which causes F to be bad is a descendant 
of G. 
Let G, = G and construct { G,}>y,’ and { H,},M_ , inductively so that 
(1) min G, < F, which is true for n = 1. 
(2) If G, is a parent let (E:);” be its children ordered by min Ef < 
min Ey+ , . 
(3) G,,, =E;, wherej=max{i:minE:<F}. 
(4) ,j> 1 since min E7 = min G, < F. 
(5) H,,=u{e:i>j] and if H,#@ it has children (E:),,,. 
(6) Since min G, + , < F and it is a good leaf, any node which can 
cause F to be a bad leaf is either a descendant of G, + , or a descendant of 
some H,, idn. 
(7) If H, is nonempty, then min H, is a good leaf. Hence 
maxG,+, <minH,andmaxH,,,<minH,. 
(8) We have room for one more child C in H, as long as min C > 
F> min G,, by (4). That is, P is an admissible parent if its children are C 
and the children of H,,. 
(9) The induction is stopped when G,V + , is a leaf; by (3) G, + , < F. 
Note that since F is bad, some H, # 0. Let M be the largest integer so that 
H, # 0. Let Hb = H,, if Hi •) , has been defined let Hh be HL + , u H,. 
This is admissible by (8). Note that if H, = 0, Hh has exactly one child 
HI,+ 11 otherwise it also has the children from (5). Now H’, contains 
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everything that caused F to be a bad leaf, so deleting HA from G,, 
1 <n < M makes F good. Note also H’, satisfies (*). 
Now we must glue H‘, back onto the tree. Let (F,: level F, = level F and 
min F, > F} so that F, = F and min F, < min F,, , . If F, is a parent, then 
min F, is a good leaf since level F< level min Fi. Thus max H; < min F,, So 
if k = max { i: F, < min H’, } then F, is a leaf for 1 < ii k. So to preserve (*) 
the node Hi must be glued between F, and F,, , . There are two cases: 
(A) If H, # 0, then there is room for one more child in the new G,. 
Add F, to G,‘s children, move F, + , to where F, was 1 6 i < j, and glue Hi 
where F, was. 
(B) If H, = 0, then there is room for two children C,, C, in H, as 
long as min C,, min C, > F. (The node Hi has only one child.) This would 
be true provided f(F) >, 2. (If f(F) = 1, then since F is the root the whole 
tree is just the root. Since our tree is minimal, the root is just F. Obviously 
this is strictly admissible.) In this case, add F, as a child of H’, and put H’, 
where F, was. 
In either case, call the resulting tree T. With the exceptions of F, in 
case (A) and F, in case (B), every leaf in T is on the same level in T. The 
leaves F,, 1 Q i< j have all become good leaves. The condition (*) remains 
true in T by construction. Let L be a leaf in T with level L> level F or 
level L = level F and L < F. We assumed L was a good leaf in T and it 
remains to show L did not turn bad in T. There are several cases to con- 
sider, all of which are easy and omitted. 
A finite number of such transformations will turn all the bad leaves 
good. Thus we get a strictly admissible tree S with the same leaves as our 
modified norming tree T. Furthermore, the level of any leaf S is at most 
one more than its level in T. The proof is complete. 1 
Remark. For p = 1, A = $, this says that the modified and strict norms 
are 2-equivalent. This improves the constant obtained in [4] (where no 
explicit constant is given). 
3. BLOCKING RESULTS 
Here we show the important blocking results proved for T in [3] are 
true for S as well. Our techniques need to be different, since their key, 
Lemma 2 .[3], can be false for S (see Proposition 4.5). Our final result 
shows each S is an FDD of type T of ($$l) spaces (Theorem 3.7). Our first 
lemma is our replacement for Lemma 2 of [3 J. 
These blocking results imply that for unboundedf, the space S contains 
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no subsymmetric sequence. Thus these spaces are reflexive and contain no 
I,,. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S, A, p, /; und (si) he gir;en. Then jar any subsequence 
b,,,,)). b,,,,) - b,(, , I ,). 
Proof. Since (s,,,,,) spans another S space with a differentj; it suffices to 
show (s,,) - (s,, + ,). For each integerj let A,= {n:f(n)=j) and let 
V=(j:A,#fa}.Forj~VletB,=A,\maxA,andletB=UB,.Let(I(n))= 
{n: n$ B} and (p(n)) = V. 
Now lE,,c B a,,s,,ll = IK,, n u,,.s, , , 11 since the functionfis “identical” on 
these two subsequences. Also 111 a,,.s,,,,l\ = IIx ~,,r,,,~)l(. Since we know 
(I,,,,,) - (I,,,,,+ ,,I7 WC have 
The two sequences are now equivalent, since obviously 11x a,.s,l( G 
:I1 a,s,,+ III. I 
Remark. From Proposition 3 [3] we get the estimate I + K < 4. This 
could most likely be improved to A. I”‘, but we did not check. 
The next result is true for the modified norm as well, with a change of 
constants. 
THEOREM 3.2. Ler S he the “strict” space with A, p, and j: Let (j(n)) he 
an increasing sequence of integers with j(0) = 0. Suppose u, = c,$;’ , , + , a,s, 
is u normalized block basis sequence in S. Then 
(1 ) IE hd,,,, ,, + ,I1 d IE ~,u,II, and 
(2) (A”“Q)IlC h,u,II 6 IE h,,.~,r,,ll. 
ProoJ: The proof of (1) can be stolen almost word for word from the 
proof of Lemma 4 of [3]. To prove (2) it suffices to show that 
since IIx h,s,,,, , , + , )I < IIx hnsj,,,ll. Let h, > 0 and pick a norming tree T 
for x = xyh,,u”. Since the norm is monotone and “strict” we may assume 
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each node in T is an interval. Furthermore, we may assume if the node E 
has children (E,), then E= UE,. Clearly, we may assume the root R is not 
a leaf and thus .f(min R) 2 2. Since T is a norming tree, we have 
where the sum is over the leaves Li of T and n(i) is the level of the leaf Li. 
Our goal is to modify T to an admissible T’ with special properties. Each 
leaf L in T may be divided into several leaves (L:) in T, so that L = UL:. 
For each L;, we will have level L,’ <level L + I. Note that at least one 
IIL:x~/~ is equal to I/L.rllo. All the leaves of T are obtained this way. 
Let J(n) = { i:j(n - I ) < i<j(n)}. Suppose R 3 J(n) and there is a node E 
in T with En.J(n) #lz, but E ~5 J(n). Then there is a minimum level 
(closest to the root) which this happens. Let (Ei)fz, be a list of nodes on 
this level so that j(n - 1) + 1 E E,, j(n) E Ek, and max E, + 1 = min E,, , . 
Let F be the father of these nodes and note FxJ(n). 
There arc several cases to consider. First suppose j(n - 1) $ E,. In this 
case, we “delete” (E,)f= , as children of F and replace them with 2 children 
J(n) and E;. (Obviously, k 2 2.) The children of J(n) will be (Ei)f: I’ and 
EL, this will be admissible since min F< min J(n). This will move the leaves 
which are descendants of (E,)f= ,’ and E, exactly one level away from the 
root. 
It remains to say what EL and E; are. This procedure will be used again 
so we do it with more generality than is needed for this case. Let E be a 
node and n E E. Detine trees E’ and E’ as follows. The root of E’ (resp. E’) 
will be En (i:i<n}(En (i: i>n}); for each descendant G of E let 
G n (i: id n} = G’(G n (i: i > n} = G’) be non-void; we make it a descen- 
dant of E’(E’). Hence if (,!?);k=, are the children of E then the non-void 
members of (Ef)f= , are the children of E’ and so on. We will call this 
splitting E’s .&tree ut n. 
The second case to consider is when j(n - 1) E E,, but k 2 3. In this case 
split E,‘s subtree at j(n - I) and split Ek’s subtree at j(n). Delete (E,)f= , as 
children of F and replace them with 3 children E{, J(n), and E; which is 
admissible since k > 3 andj‘(min F) > k. Give J(n) the children E;, (Ei)‘; I, 
and EL. Again this is admissible since min Fg min J(n). Note only the 
leaves contained in J(n) (or part which intersects J(n)) have been moved 
down one level. 
The third case is when j(n - 1) E E, and k = 2, but j(n) + I$ E,. Delete 
E,, E, from F’s children, replacing them with E{ (split at j(n - 1)) and 
J(n). Give J(n) the children E; and E,. This is admissible. 
The last case in this collection is when k = 2, j(n - 1) E E,, and 
j(n) + 1 E E,. This is the case which causes all the problems. Let q = max E, 
andletI(n)=~i:j(n-l)<i~qjandK(n)=~i:q<ibj(n)}.Ourgoalisto 
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make both I(n) and K(n) part of the tree in the sense that if G is any node 
with non-void intersection with I(n) (resp. K(n)) then either GI I(n) or 
G c I(n) (resp. G I K(n) or G c K(n)). 
The cases are the same to suppose there is a node G so that G n I(n) # 0 
but neither G 3 f(n) nor G c I(n) is true. Such a G must be a descendant of 
E,. Detine (H,) inductively by H, = E, and define H,, I as the rightmost 
child of Hi (if it exists). If all H, 3 I(n), then no such G exists, so suppose 
H,11(n) but H,,, does not. Clearly H,, I c I(n). Let (G,)f be the children 
of H, so that j(n - I) + 1 E G, and max G, + 1 = min Gi+ I. Delete (G,)f as 
children of H, and replace them with G’, (if it is non-void) and I(n). Give 
I(n) the children G; and (G,)$. Note that only the leaves contained in I(n) 
(or the part which intersects Z(n)) have been moved down one level. 
If R 6 J(n) but R n J(n) # 0, then we obtain either I(n) = R n J(n), if 
this intersection contains j(n - 1) + 1 or K(n) = R n J(n), if this intersection 
contains j(n). We modify the tree as in the last case. Do this modification 
for all n <m and call the resulting tree T’. 
We have partitioned R in sets (G,) so that each G, is a node in T’ and 
each G, is either of the form 
(I) G,=./(n) for somen, 
(2) G, = I(n) for some n, or 
(3) G, is a leaf in T and G,=U’;H(q+i), where H(q+ l)=J(q+ 1) 
or K(q+l) and H(q+k)=J(q+k) or I(q+k), and for I <i<k, 
H(q+i)=J(y+i). 
We have the following estimates. JlxJIp = x A”“‘IIL,xll,P; L, is a leaf in T 
and n(i) is its level. Since levels have moved at most one in 7”, Allxll JJ < 
x An”‘)lJL~,xIJ,$ L: is a leaf in T’ and n’(i) is its level. For each G,, 
let N(G,)P = x Arnci “!lL:x[lOp, where L; is a leaf in the subtree rooted 
at G, and m( j, i) is its level in this subtree. This subtree is admissible 
for G,x and hence N(G,) Q IIG,x(l. If G, =J(n) or K(n) then IIG,xll d 
V,,~,,II = Il~,~,,,,ll. If G, = I(n), then IIG,xll Q llhnu,II = Ilh.~,,, . ,)+ , II. And 
if G, is as in ease(3) above, (IGjxll=(IG,xJI,=sup{b,:q<n~q+k}~ 
II Gj(C hn(s,(n I,+ 1 + .~,(~))(l. Thus in all cases N(Gi)< IIGj(b,(rjc, I)+ 1 + 
.~,,,,)I\. 
Rewrite the sum over r as x A m’~‘N(Gj)P, where the sum is over the 
partition (G,) and m(j) is the level of the node G, in T’. We have AIlxllP < 
x A”“‘N(G,)P <C Amc”IIG,(b,(s,,, ,,+, + sjcn,)ll. Let T’ be T with the 
descendants of each G, deleted. This is an admissible tree, and thus 
I ) + I + s,,,,) p. I 
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The following corollaries can now be stolen from [3]. At most we only 
give outlines of their proofs. 
COROLLARY 3.3. With the hypothesis of the theorem, let (i(n)) be so that 
j(n - I ) < i(n) <j(n), then 
Prooj: 
COROLLARY 3.4. There is a constant B, depending on A and p, so if (Ei) 
is a sequence of finite subsets with max Ei < min Ei + , then for each x E S 
and choice of j(n) E E,, 
B ’ (1z II&-~ Is,,.,( G ((z E.xii d B 11x llE.xll,,.,/(. 
Remark. Let (k(n)) be a sequence so that (tkcnJ) ?L (1,) (for instance, 
k(n) =g,(n) as defined in the next section) and let (j(n)) be the list of the 
remaining integers. For E, = {j(n), k(n)} the conclusion of Corollaries 3.3 
and 3.4 is false, even though these sets are disjoint. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If (Ai) is an FDD of type S relative to (sr(,,), and if 
B,=[A,:I(n-l)<i<I(n)] andp(l(n-l))<j(n)<p(l(n)) then (Bi) is an 
FDD of type S relative to (s,~,,,). 
COROLLARY 3.6. If (Xi) and ( Yi) are FDD’s of type S of the spaces X 
and Y, then tf Li: Xi + Y, are untformly bounded operators, then L: X + Y 
given by L(x x,) = C Lixi is also bounded. 
THEOREM 3.7. The basis of S is equivalent to the natural basis of an FDD 
of type T of (Izi:l) spaces for some p(i) and n(i). 
Proof If f is bounded we can take one I, space by Theorem 1.2. 
Otherwise we block the basis by (j(n.)), where f is constant on E, = 
{i: j(n - 1) < i< j(n)} =f -‘(k(n)). By Corollary 3.5, S is an FDD of type S 
with respect to (s,(,,)), which is an FDD of type T with respect to (t,(,,) of 
the spaces [E,,]. By Theorem 1.2 the spaces [E,] are uniformly I;$; for 
some p(i). Finally, Corollary 3.6 completes the equivalence. 1 
5XO.6Y’?-0 
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4. NONEQUIVALENCE OF BASES 
We restrict our attention to functions fi N + N which are onto. By 
Lemma 3.1, these results apply to functions which are eventually onto. The 
general case gets into problems like those found in Proposition 4.4. We 
need some more notation. 
DEFINITION 4. I. Let S, p, A, and f be given. Assume 1’ is onto and define 
(a) k(n)=i, if.f(i)=n andf‘(i+ l)=n+ 1, 
(b) d(l)=k(l) and d(n)=k(n)-k(n- 1). 
(c) Let l/q(n) = (1 + log,A)/p if this is positive, otherwise q(n) = x. 
A restatement of Theorem 3.7 says that (s,) is equivalent to the (f$:l) 
FDD of type T with respect to (ti). The next step is to find out when the 
bases of S and T are equivalent. 
We need to use the fast growing hierarchy again. Writef”(k) for the n- 
fold composite ofj; that is, f” + ‘(k) =.f‘(f”(k)), f’(k) =f((k), andP(k) = k. 
The hierarchy is defined inductively by 
g()(n)=n+ 1 
s,+ l(n)=K?(n). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (x,) be the usual basis of the T-FDD X= 
(0 $~~)r; then (x,) is equivalent to (t,) if and onl~~ [f both 
( 1) there is some j so that x., S ,, d(i) <g,(n) for large n, and 
(2) let r(i)= (l/p- l/y(i)(, then supd(i)““‘< z. 
Pro~$ Let k(n)=C,.. d(i), then we have (x~,,,)) w  (t,) because X is a 
T-FDD. Thus if (x,) -c (1,) then (t,,,,) h (xtcn,) y (1,). Condition ( 1) follows 
from [ 1, Theorem 11. Also if (x,) c (t,) then the bases X, = (xi: k(n) < 
i<k(n+ I)) and (t,:K(n)<i<k(n+ l))=B, are uniformly equivalent. By 
[3, Theorem 43, the basis of B, are uniformly equivalent to the usual basis 
of $“I. The d(i)““’ is just the equivalence constant of 1;1(‘) to I$;;. 
Conversely, conditions (1) and (2) together imply the basis of X, and B, 
are uniformly equivalent. Thus by [3, Theorem 81 the bases of X and 
(0 B,),. are equivalent. And the basis of (8 Bn)7. is equivalent to (t,) 
[3, Corollary 73, since (t,,,,) + (1,). 1 
PRoPoSITIoN 4.3. Using the notation of Definition 4. I for onto f we have 
(s,) w (t,,) if and only if there is some j so that k(n) < nJ. 
Prooc If k(n) dn’, then d(n)<n’. Now q(n)>p so that 
r(n)=l/p- I~q(n)=(-log,A)/p.Thusforalln,d(n)”’”~~n-J’”gA’P=A~J’P 
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since n’<g,(n) = 2”n for large n. Therefore by Theorem 3.7 and 
Proposition 4.2, (s,) - (1,). 
Conversely, if (s,) - (t,), then by Proposition 3.4 d(n)““‘< K, for some 
constant K. Thus n”“““&““” < K or A -‘ogn*n)‘p < K and since 0 <A < 1, 
this can only be true if log, d(n)<j for some integerj. Thus d(n)<& and 
4n)=L.. 6I(i),<nmaxd(i)<n-l+‘. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let (A-,), (A’,), (k(n)), X be so thaf (x,) is rhe basis jbr 
X=(e~~X,),-,whereX,=span(x,:k(n-1)<i~<(n)}andlef(y,),(Y,) 
j(m), Y he similarly relured. Jf 
( 1) sup,, card { m: k(n - 1) <.j(m) < k(n) ) < ‘x: and supm card { n: 
j(m- l)<k(n)<j(m)) <cxj; und 
(2) there is a K so that for each m, n {x, : A4 < i < N) is K-equivalent 
to {,r,: M<i<N} for M=max(k(n- I), j(m- 1)}, und N=min{k(n), 
An?)) then (.r,,) - (Y,). 
Proof: Let (I(h)) be the list of {k(n)} u (i(m)}, that is, (f(h)) has no 
duplicate values. Let E,, Fh be the span of x,, y, as I(h - 1) < i 6 j(h). Con- 
dition (2) and Theorem 8 of [3] imply (x,) as a basis for E= (@ x E,)T is 
equivalent to (JJ,) as a basis for F= (0 C F,,),.. We complete the proof by 
showing (x,) as a basis for E is equivalent to (x,) as a basis for (0 x X,,)T. 
Let fn be the span of {x,: k(n - I ) < i<k(n)} in E. Condition (1) 
implies there is a K so that at most K of the E,, c ?,,. Therefore con- 
dition (2) implies that the bases of X, and 8, are uniformly equivalent. 
Furthermore if we define k’(n) so that /(k’(n)) =/c(n), condition (1) also 
implies that k’(n) 6 Kn for some integer K and hence (t,) - (fk.(,,)). Thus by 
the blocking principle [3, Corollary 73, the bases of E, (0 x f,,),. with 
respect to (r,.(,,,), hence (0 x X,,), with respect to (r,,), and finally X are 
all equivalent. 1 
Remark. Some condition like (1) is necessary in general since the bases 
of p.lrn and (I”, )T with respect to (1, + k)y! , are roughly only m-equivalent for 
p= I. 
PROPOSITIONS; 4.5. Let S, A k, d, q(i) he as in Definirion 4.1. Let v(n) = 
max{k(n+ 1)-2k(n), I }. 
(1 ) Jf’ (s,~) - (So,,) then sup v(n)“n”‘2n < + xc. 
(2) Converse/-v, rf.for large n, k(n + 1) >, 2k(n) and sup v(n)‘!n”‘2” < co, 
then (.F,,) - (sin). 
Proof Let h(i) = l/q( i + 1) - I/q(i); it is not hard to check that 
sup v( i)h”’ < x8 if and only if sup v(i)“““‘*’ < cc. Also it is well known that 
the equivalence constant of the bases of I$;.; and I;{;‘+, I is v(i)““‘. 
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If (s,)+(s~~) then A,= {szi:k(n+ 1)/2<i<k(n)} must be uniformly 
equivalent to B, = {sz,: k(n+ 1)/2<iGk(n))= {~,~:k(n+ 1)<2i<2k(n)}. 
Now the norm on span B, has a lower q(i + 1) estimate by the proof of 
Corollary 1.5, and similarly the norm on span A, is bounded above by the 
l,,(i, norm. Since there are u(n)/2 elements in A, and B,, this equivalence 
constant 2 r~(n)~‘“‘2 h(n) Now b(n) + 0 and so sup ~(n)l”“~*” < + co. 
Conversely, the extra condition on (k(n)) implies k(n - 1) <k(n + 1)/2 
and 2k(n) < k(n + 1). Thus the span of A,, is uniformly equivalent to /$;.~’ 
and the span of B, to f$,)l*,, and hence, by the sup condition, to each other. 
This condition on (k(n)) also implies condition (1) of Proposition 4.4 and 
hence (s,) w  (So,,). 1 
Remarks. 1. Let k(n) =j” for some integer j. The resulting space S is 
isomorphic to its Cartesian square by the proposition and not isomorphic 
to T by Proposition 4.3. For j # f, it is possible to show that the bases for 
S(jn) and S(P) are not equivalent. (See also Corollary 5.3.) 
2. Let k(n) =nn or even ,“I,“‘; then the resulting space S is 
isomorphic to its Cartesian square. But if k(n) = nn”“‘, then (s,) C (So,,) for 
the resulting space S. (For “reasonable” k(n) we have that o(n) can be 
approximated by k(n) in the sup condition.) 
COROLLARY 4.6. For 1 -C p -C CC, p # 2, T does not have a unique (up to a 
permutation) unconditional basis. 
Proof By Proposition 4.2, T is isomorphic to (/T),, which by 
Corollary 3.6 has a complemented subspace isomorphic to (/;),, which 
again has a complemented subspace isomorphic to T. It follows from 
Proposition 4.4 that (c),. is isomorphic to its Cartesian square and from 
Proposition 4.2 that it is not equivalent to the usual basis of T. 1 
Remark. 1. For p = 2, Casazza has shown that T has a “unique, up to 
a permutation,” unconditional basis. The question is open for p = 1. 
2. This is the proof that I, for the same range has non-unique uncon- 
ditional bases. Note that at least this proof does not work even for the 
space S with k(n) = 2”. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let S, f, k, d, q(i) be as in Definition 4.1 and let is >, 
j(i) > i he strictly increasing for some N. If k(n) - j(n) > k(n - 1) and a(n) 
picks exactly j(n) elements from (i: k(n - 1) < i < k(n)} and b(n) is the com- 
plement to (a(n)), 
(1) (.S”,,,, I- (1,) and 
(2) (.Sh,,,,) - (.s,). 
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Proof Obviously jlYji’” ’ is bounded so (2) follows as in the proof of the 
proposition. Condition (I ) is from Proposition 4.3. [ 
Remarks. I. Thus S z S@ T, but this is easier to show. Obviously, 
since f is onto, SzX@TzX@(T@T)z(X@T)0TzS@T. 
2. This also shows that in general there is nothing “magic” about the 
hierarcy g,(n). For any S [g,,(n) = n + l] so that (s,) m (sBO(,,)) by 
Lemma 3.1 and for large enough (k(n)), (s,) 4 (So,,“)) [g,(n) = 2n3, but 
there is a sequence i(n) s. t. i(n) -n + cc so that (s,)h (sjcn,) by the 
corollary. A similar example between g,(n) and gz(n) = 2% can be con- 
structed using S with k(n) = 2”. 
3. For each S there is a partition (E,) of the integers into pairwise 
disjoint infinite subsets so that (s,: in E,) is equivalent to (1,) but not 
uniformly even for S = T. Thus each S has sort of the same infinite decom- 
position. 
5. NON-ISOMORPHISMS FOR pa2 
At least for the case p 2 2, non-equivalence of bases almost implies non- 
isomorphic. These results are like those of Figiel’s [S] which these follow 
in spirit. The following lemma is our key estimate. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose q > r > 2 and dejlne p so that l/p = ( l/q + l/r)/2 
and a = 1 /r - 1 fp = 1 Jp - l/q. Suppose T: 1: + X is an isomorphism into X 
and X satisfies a lower I, estimate with constant C. Then 
r’m’ d 36C2)j T/J 1) T ’ )I. 
ProoJ: We use p-concavity constants of 1; and X to estimate 
(I TI[ II T ’ 11. First let (x,): be the usual basis of IT, then we have 
1 (P 
= m’lP and 
Thus the smallest constant M,pI so that 
satisfies ma < M,,,. 
Since X is also p-concave with constant N,,,, and by the proof of 
Theorem l.d.7 [9] we have NC,, d C(5.006/p)( l/a). (One must estimate the 
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constants a little more carefully than in [9].) Now tracing through the 
proofs of Theorems l.d.7 and l.d.6 of [9] we get 
yp,fJ2tP+2) q,,IITII IIT- ‘II. 
Finally combining these results yields the desired estimate. 1 
THEOREM 5.2. Let S, J; k, q(i), A, p he given as in Definition 4.1 which 
pb2. Let v(i)=max(k(i)-2k(i- l), 1 ). 
(*) Ifp>2 and V(I) ““““/? ln4i is unbounded or 
(**) $p= 2 and v(i) ’ r’n’r/i’ ln4i is unbounded 
then S is not isomorphic to its Cartesian square. 
Proqf: A useful property about sequences (v(i)) which satisfy (*) or (**) 
is if c > 0 then the sequence (cv(i)“) will also satisfy (*) or (*2). Let S* be 
the space with (2k(i)) instead of (k(i)) with corresponding changes inf but 
not q, A, or p. Obviously S’ is isomorphic to S@ S. Assume T: Sz + S is an 
isomorphism. 
Let X, = span{ s,: 2k( i - I ) < n d 2k(i)} in S2. By Theorem 3.7 we have 
that X, is uniformly equivalent to a ly,,, basis with dimension 
2k(i) - 2k(i - I ). Let Y, be the tail of S, that is [s,: n > k(i - 1 )]. By the 
proof of Corollary 1.5, S, satisfies a lower I,(,, estimate, and the same con- 
stant A”P can be used in each. 
For each i, let Z, = (; E T( X,): z = C a,s, and a, = 0 for n <k(i)}. Clearly 
z,c y,+ I and dim Z, 2 dim X, - k(i) = k(i) - 2k(i - 1). Thus if Z, # { 0}, 
dim Z, >, v(i) and this must be true for infinitely many i. Also, for infinitely 
many i, dim Z, > dim X,/3. Otherwise, k(i) < 4k( i - 1) for large i, thus 
v(i) 6 k(i) < c’4’ and hence v(i)“’ would be bounded. 
Now we use the results of Figiel [S, Proposition 33. These say that there 
is an n(i)-dimensional vector space W, of Xi so that d( W,, /;;:I) is uniformly 
bounded and so that n(i) >, d(i)‘y”’ z.‘hy’r)/12, for infinitely many i (where 
d(i) = dim X,> v(i)). And so T( W,) c Z,c Y,, ,. 
When p>2, (q(i)-2)/6q(i)=(1/2-l/q(i))/3>(1/2-1/p)/3=h>O. In 
this case n(i)>,r(i)“/l2 and hence (*) is true with u(i) replaced by n(i). 
When p = 2, ( lj2 - l/q(i))/3 = -log, A/6 = k/In, for some constant K > 0. 
In this case n(i) > v(i)t”n’j12 and since v(i) satisfies (e2), n(i) satisfies (*). 
Restricting T to the W,‘s yields uniform isomorphisms from pii:I 
into Y, , , Thus Lemma 5.1 applies. That is, (a(i)’ n(i)a(i’) is uniformly 
bounded, where r(i) = ( l/q(i) - I/q(i + 1))/2 w  K/i In2 i for some constant 
K > 0. But this says (n(i)) cannot satisfy (*). This contradiction completes 
the proof. 1 
Remark. The case p < 2 is unclear. There are two reasons why the proof 
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requires p > 2. The first is Theorem l.d.7 of [9] which says nothing about 
q-concavity for 2 > 4. The second reason is that the proof above actually 
shows that S@ S is not uniformly finitely representable in S. However, for 
p < 2 we can have S@ S isomorphic to a subspace of S. Indeed, since I, is 
finitely representable in 1, for 2 >,p > 4 >, 1 [7], for each i, given n(i), q(i), 
there is n(i+ 1) large enough so that there is a T,: f$,l;)+/$:f1 with 
II Till I( T, ’ jl d 2 (at least for large i). 
COROLLARY 5.3. Ler p 2 2 and A be given; suppose I, J are integers with 
I < I < J. Let S, (S,) be a space with k(i) = I’ (J’). Then S, and S, are not 
isomorphic. 
Proof: The same proof works if we take A’, = span{s,: J’ ’ <n < Ji} in 
S, und see bon, much of it must be in Yzi = [s, : n > I” ‘1 in S,. In this case, 
( 1 /q(i) - l/q( 2i)) b K/m2 i and n(i) >, CJ” ’ ) “‘” ‘. 
6. INFINITE BLOCKED 1;[:$ SUMS 
This short section shows that there is no way of glueing ,$‘s in a 
reasonable manner and obtaining T. This is perhaps not so surpnsmg, but 
we can do this so that at each linite “stage” the basis is equivalent to T. 
We know from Proposition 4.2 that there are lots of sequences (q(i,j), 
n(ij)) so that for eachj, the basis of T and the basis of the FDD 
(I, @ $j:;i),. are equivalent. The process below can be viewed as giving T 
(as the norm on the FDD) another such norm. 
Let A’,, be defined by induction, where Xi,, is l-dimensional. If’ (Xi.j)i 
has been defined for j, then let d(i,j+ 1)=x;=, n(l,j+ 1) and 
d(O,j+ l)=O. Define X,.j+, to be the IV(,.,+ ,, sum of the n(i,j+ 1) vector 
spaces (X,.,:d(i- l,j+ l)<I<d(i,j+ 1)). There is a natural “basis” for 
these sequences ( X,.,)i for each j and a partially defined norm (1. I(,. Let (1. (( 
be the limit of the II.11, and let A’, be the completion of the linear span of 
the natural basis. The space X, is an infinitely blocked I;!;$ sum. 
Let us suppose the sequence (q(i,j), n(i,j)) is one which satisfies the 
second paragraph. Let Y, be (xi 8 A’,,,).. Now the bases of T and 
(E., @ $:; z i1)7 are equivalent, thus the bases of Yj=(Ci@X,.,)T, 
t~,OXi.,)(=~,;i:.:;:l~,, and hence tIL@Xi.I+IfT= Y,,, are equivalent. By 
induction these bases are all equivalent to Y,, which is T. However, T is 
never even isomorphic to X,. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Each infinitely blocked l$:::l sum contains a sub- 
sequence of the basis equivalent to the usual basis of I, for some 1 d p < az or 
cn. 
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Prooj Let k(j) be the index of the last basis vector x, E A’,,, and let 
uj = xk(,). We have 
where p(m + 1) = q( 1, m + 1). Passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we 
may assume p = limp(m) exists where I<p<cc and that 
C [l/p - l/p(m)1 < co. Let e( ., .) be the equivalence constant; we have 
e((u,);t+ ‘, (e,);t+ ‘) < 2i”p- 1’p(m + ‘“e((u,)y, (e,)?), 
where (e,) is the usual basis of I, (c,, if p = co). Since the infinite product 
converges, the bases are equivalent. 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. T is not isomorphic to any infinitely blocked f”,~:::~ 
sum. 
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